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**Question:**

What would it take to fully integrate federal, state and local border security technologies and information in a way that better supports future R&D efforts?

**Response:**

Border security technologies and information should be integrated into a model or simulation of the border. I think of this modeling effort as something analogous to the war gaming, scenario development, and simulation conducted by the Department of Defense. These simulation efforts are useful for a variety of reasons, including understanding information gaps; combining technologies to pursue policy goals; identifying technology gaps; and exploring how changes in one component or segment of a border may affect other components.

This simulation tool could be created and maintained for relatively modest federal investment. Based on experience in other policy realms, I estimate that an initial investment of less than $10 million, and an annual investment of approximately $1.5 million, would be sufficient. That is a relatively small price considering the billions spent on border security.

---
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**Question:**

Is DHS S&T taking advantage of what private industry can offer in R&D to fully integrate the different border security technologies? Has DHS S&T asked private industry to support their R&D efforts for securing northern and southern borders?

**Response:**

DHS S&T is not taking advantage of what the private sector can offer in one sense: it has not procured assistance to develop an integrated model of the border. There are many firms (including, full disclosure, my own employer, the RAND Corporation) that are free of conflicts of interest and capable of doing this.

With respect to actual security technologies themselves, I am not in a position to assess the sufficiency of DHS’s outreach to the private sector. There appears to be no shortage of technology vendors in this area. However, we do not have the ability to judge the effectiveness of their technologies because we lack a framework for assessing their cost-effectiveness.

**Question:**

Does the U.S. have adequate and effective border security given the current technology in place? What are your biggest concerns about the current technology being implemented at the border? Do you believe there is a way to remedy these problems in a timely fashion? Can you tell us how much of the border is under persistent surveillance at any given moment? How is effectiveness measured? What should our ideal goal be in terms of effectiveness in order to appropriately protect American citizens? What kind of R&D and technology would you want to see utilized in an effective national border control strategy?

**Response:**

In an ideal policy-making world, we would have information – or a tool – that guides us on how to combine policies and technologies to achieve optimal effects. The fact that we do not have such a tool is, in my estimation, the single largest security gap at the border. Unless or until we invest in understanding the effectiveness of our technologies and policies, we are potentially throwing away taxpayer resources.
Question:

Regarding embassy perimeter security, a senior policy expert from RAND testified in 2012 about long-range communications technology, also called acoustic hailing devices, that can provide a non-lethal capability when used at very high volumes without causing any permanent harm. This communications and access denial technology is being used by the Army in Afghanistan, on ships by the Navy, and by police forces all over the world. What is the potential utility of such technology on the border? Has CBP reviewed or tested acoustic hailing devices in terms of their potential application on the border and if not, are you aware of a specific reason?

Response:

Like many technologies, acoustic hailing has the potential to contribute to border security. However, we cannot say whether acoustic hailing would be more or less effective than other technologies; whether it would best be paired with other technologies or deployed stand-alone; or how much acoustic hailing capacity we would need. We cannot answer these questions because we do not have effective models or simulations available that help us understand the technology and policy tradeoffs at the border.

I do not know if CBP has tested this technology. If the technology has been tested, it would benefit the scientific community and the border security planning and policy communities to make the analysis publicly available.